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1. Introduction

Language is central in all our lives. Abdul Moghni (1997, P. 21) puts it \vell when he says
"language is the medium through It/hich all the messages oflife are conveyed". In the age of
global communication and infornlation technology, there are several languages, particularly
Arabic, English, and Japanese, which are being widely used in the new global
communication. The Arabic language is spoken in most countries in the \vorId, \vhich
qualifies it as a language with major international repute.

People study Arabic for many diff~rent reasons; for business, for tourism and as the language
of Islam, a major religion. Learners end students face problems in learning Arabic because of,
for example, less than suitable curriculums and shortages of teaching aids. Moreover,
learners' attitude to\vard the language is a main factor and should be considered important.
\Ve have to encourage students to get involved in Arabic dialogues \vith native speakers and
listen to the television and radio as \vell as using computers and the Internet to improve their
langllage skills,

The intention of this study is to highlight the problems faced by those learning Arabic and
offer solutions for those problems Inherent in the learning of the Arabic language. The
development of suitable Arabic language materials as \vell as the use of state of the art
technology in learning \"'ill be discussed.

2. \Yby Learn Arabic'?

There are many and various reasons for learning Arabic.

2.1. Arabic culture.
In order to understand Arabic culture completely, we need to learn Arabic enabling us to
thorough study Arabic reference book, andj(;';l11als, such as aL- ~Arabi journal published in
Kmvait. We may need to laiow about marriage customs, festivals, gatherings, performances,
dance, food, traditional clothes and many more.

2.2 Business.
As we knmv Arab countries are very rich in oil; two thirds of the world's oil comes from
Arab countries. In addition, there are significant imports and exports to and from Arab
countries. Companies and individuals \vho need to do business with Arab countries,
particularly in the oil and other sectors, have to know standard Arabic to enable them to deal
\vith their client's banks and other secUrs in Arab countries.

2.3 Tourism.
If you plan to visit any countl)' in the world, you need to knO\v its native language. Why do
you need to know their language'? Because we may assume that you need to deal with people
there, for example to eat, to drink, to travel and to enjoy yourself. Hence, you should learn the
local language. Imagine trying to find accommodation \V'hen you don't knO\V a single \vord of
the local language, then how would you communicate \vith the local inhabitants'? Therefore,
if you intend to visit Arab countries vou need to learn Arahic.
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